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ENGINEERING INVENTION. 
Steam-Cushioned Cylinder and Piston. 

Mr. William Hanna, of Gilroy, Santa Clara county, Oa!., 
has patented devices by which the concussion in the opera
tions of pistons in steam cylinders is obviated. The device 
is cleverly shown in the accompanying engraving, in which 
A is a cJ linder with the usual steam ports, and a piston, B, 
fixed on a tubular rod that works through stuffing boxes in 
both cylinder heads. D is a rod extending through and car
rying the tubular rod and the piston, and connects with the 
crank; on this rod, near the ends of the tube, are screw col
lars, between which and the ends of the tube are spiral 
springs. These springs are adjusted in their tension by 
turning the screw collars, and allow endwise movement of 

the tube on the rod under the steam pressure. The cylinder, 
A, is provided near each end with a U-shaped port opening 
at both ends into the cylinder, and fitted in the end most dis
tant from the cylinder heads with a check valve opening 
outward. These ports are placed in such relation to the 
steam ports as that they are open at opposite sides of the 
piston, B, when the pi8ton covers the steam port and before 
it has reached the end of the stroke, thus furnishing a pas
sage for live steam from behind the piston to the front for 
cushioning the piston. It will be seen that this steam is 
taken from that in use, and the volume of steam used for 
cushioning, instead of being immediately exhausted, remains 
to start the piston back, thus effecting a saving. 

An Improved Car Coupling. 

Mr. Michael Winter, Sr., of Union City, Randolph county, 
Ind., has patented an improved device for' coupling cars 
automatically. 
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point of juncture. A' g�o,)ve, i, is 'formed nea� the edges of I with the clutch, G, formed upon the inner end of the 
the rim, c, so as to form a continuo�s channel in shaft, A, for imparting motion directly to the wind
the bottom of the recess, b, when the heads are ing drum. The clutciles, E and F, engage and disengage 
screwed together. The steam pack- with the clutches, D and G, by means of the sliding 
ing, k, is a single ring, cut at a rod, H, to which the spring arms, h h', which are secured 
given point, and has its two ends around the clutches, are attached. The rod, H, is held by 
recessed on opposite sides, so as to it weight secured to a cord which passes over the pulley, k, 
allow the ends to overlap each other so as to engage the clutches, D and G, and to reverse this 
laterally. '1'0 make this joint steam- order and engage the clutches, E and F, the rod is drawn 
tight a lining is secured to the inner forward by the cord,j. Upon the shaft, A and B, are 
surface of one of the ends so as to brake wheels, K and M, which are operated by suitable me-
project beyond the joint, and to counteract the.effects of in- chanism to control the speed of the shafts. 
creased tl)ickness at this point the band is made correspond- It will he seen that when the clutches, D and G, are en
ingly thick at the opposite side. It is designed that the gaged, the machine operates as a simple wheel and axle, and 
packing shall not act as a spring"but shall be expanded elevates light loads rapidly, and when the clutches, E and 
solely by the action of the steam. When steam is admitted T, are engaged, the drum i s  operated through the medium 
into the cylinder, at either side of the piston, a portion of it of the gear wheels, ann has slow motion and great power, 
will enter through one of the ports into the cage, and thence and is capable of elevating very heavy loads. 
through the third port into the groove, i, and the packing is 
expanded against the walls of the piston chamber. The ex
pansion of the packing will vary according to the amount 
of the steam pressure exerted, and it will always relieve 
itself of strain when the steam is shut off. 

A Novel Slide Valve. 

A novel and useful improvement in slide valves has lately 
been invented and patented by Mr. William S. Hughes, of 
Long Island City, Queens county, N. Y., which is very clearly 
shown in the annexed engraving. The invention consists in 
volute springs combined with a slide valve in a manner to 
cut off a portion of the pressure, and at the same time allow 
automatic adjustment of the valve; also in a relief valve 
combined with the slide valve for the release of air com
pressed in the cylinder. The object of the invention is to 
balance the slide valves o .f steam engines, especially loco
motive engines, and to prevent ,the wear and concussion pro
duced in such engines when running without st,eam. 

The accompanying engraving is a cross section of the 
valve and steam chest and an 

MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
Adjustable Socket Wrench. 

The accompanying engraving shows an invention for 
which Letters Patent have been lately issued to Felix Chan
trell, of. Bridgeport, Fairfield county, Conn. The invention 
is a useful improvement in adjustable socket wrenches. 
The stock of the wrench is made of metal in T form, and 

has sockets in the 
ends of its three 
arms. It is madc 
in two parts, the 
plane of division 
passing through the 
three arms, as 

shown in the engraving, and these parts are secured to each 
other, at or near the intersection of the three arms, by rivet�, 
and also by steel bands shrunk upon the ends of the short 
arms. 

The annexed cut is an illustration of the device, in which A 
is a drawhead provided with an end aperture, B, and on the 
upper side of which a lever, C, is pivoted to swing vertically , 
in such a manner that the free end is at the front of the draw-

elevation 0 f the ualancing 
spring. A is the valve seat 
provided with ports, and B 
is the slide valve formed with 
an exhaust cavity as 1,Isual. 
The valve, B, is formed at its 
upper side with two annular 
cavities which contain coiled 
or volute springs, like the 

Upon the inner side of one part of the long arm of the 
wrench is formed a projection which passes through and tits 
into a slot or mortise formed in the other part of the arm. 
The projection is made of such size as will give the neces
sary strength to resist the torsional strain upon the parts of 
the wrench when it is in use. 

In the adjacent faces of the parts of the long arm of the 
wrench, neal' their lower ends, are formed recesses to receive 
a thumb wheel, which is of such size as to project upon both 

.sides of the arm sufficiently to allow it to be turned uy the 
thumb and fingers. A screw passes through the center of 
,the thumb wheel, and is secured at its center to the wheel, so 
that t4e screw will be turned by turning the wheel. The 
screw has a right hand thread on one end and a left hand 
upon the other, to fit into screw holes in the adjoining parts 
of the wrench, so that they will be spread apart. to enlarge 
the socket in . the end of the long arm by turning the thumb 
wheel in one direction, and contnlct it by turning the wheel 
in the other' direction. In this construction the screw 
assists in supporting the parts of the long arm against the 
torsional strain when the wrench is used. 

head, where it passes into a slot in the head of the coupling 
pin, said pin passing through a vertical aperture in the draw
head. It is also provided with a longitudinal slot, D, and a 
cam projection, E, upon its lower edge, and is suspended 
from a long link, F, by a ring passing through a slot, D. It 
is provided with a notch in its lower edge at the rear of the 
cam projection, int.o which an inner angular arm of the 
sliding arm, R, can pass when it is pushed inward. 

A bar, H, provided with a check stop, b, is held loosely and 
horizontally directly over the drawhead, on the end of the 
car or platform, by guides 
in which it can slide 
parallel with the end of 
the car. At or near the 
middle of its upper edge it 
is provided with a projec
tion, beveled upward to its 
end, and also with handles 
at the ends. This bar also 
has a pivoted handle pro
jectingfrom the end of the 
beveled projection, vel'ti
cally to the top of the car. 
A sliding bar, R, provided 
at its outer end with a head and at its inner with a rectangu
lar arm is held on top of the drawhead by two guide loops, 
the bar projecting from the eud of the drawhead. A,n arm, 
T, is pivoted to the lower side of the drawhead and passes 
vertically through a slot in the head, and has attached to its 
lower projection a spring. When the parts are in the posi
tion shown in the cut they can be coupled. The drawhead, 
A', holding the link, W, strikes the head of the rod, R, and 
pushes it toward the inner end of the drawhead, A, The 
rectangular arm of the rod presses against the cam projection 
of the lever, C, raising it and the pin, 0, and carrying the 
up.per end of the arm, T, toward the inller end of the draw
head. By this movement of the rod the pin is raised enough 
to let the link into the aperture, B, when it drops back to its 
former position and the cars are coupled. To uncouple the 
bar, H, is moved Sl) as to 'cause the link, F, to slide up on 
the incline, thereby raising the lever, C, and coupling piu 
0, and permitting the link to be withdrawn. 

An Improved Engine Piston. 

Mr. John Carter Hale, of Stephens Cily, Frederick 
county, Va., has patented an improvement in pistons for 
IOteam engines, of which the annexed cut is an illustration. 

The piston is composed of £wo cast iron heads of equal 
size, having a peripheral recess, b, formed in a lateral annu" 
lar rim, c, near the circumference, and adapted to be fitted 
together so as to make a steam-tight joint betwl!en the two 
rims. A lug, d, in one of the rim3 tits into a corresponding 
recess in the other, and at a point opposite tnereto the rims 
are curved inward to form a ball cage, which is provided 
with a ball, and ports, U and h, 'leading through the pistojl 
beads, and a third port, leading through the rim, c, at "the 

spring shown in the elevation in the drawing, that ,bear on 
the under �ide of, the cover of the steam chest. The ends 
of the springs are filed down,tp insUl;e true bearings and con
tact of the springs the entire circumference of the coils, 
'and a wearing 'plate of hard metal i:;>' secured on the steam 
chest cover to prevent wear by the movemeI)� of:the valve. 

It will be seen that the springs are cylinders that cut off 
the area of surface which they inclose from the pressure ,of 
steam, and are p�oportioned' to leave so much surface ex
posed to pressure as is necessary to hold the valve tightly to 
its seat against any ordinary back pressure. The springs 
also allow the valve to l'ise or rock when there is' pressure 
caused by the engine running without steam. The side 
flanges of valve, B, are slotted, and the slots are covered by 
strips of metal held in place by flexible arms attached to 
the end flanges of the valve, B. These strips serve as valves 
that close the slots when pressed down by steam pressure, 
and give' way to pressure from beneath, so as to relieve t be 
main valve from the air pl'esllUre caused when the pistons 
are worked without steam. 

An }:mproved Hoisting Machine. 

Mr. Vernon C. Jaruoe, of Wyandotte, Wyandotte county, 
Kan" has patented a new hoisting machine, constructed so 
that the power may be disconnected from direct action upon 
the winding drum and simultaneously applied thereto indi
rectly, for the purpose of increasing the lifting power of 
the apparatus. 

In the annexed engraving the shaft, A, upon which the wind
ing drum is attached, and a shaft, B, upon which the power 
pulley is secured, are journaled in the frame of the machine 
in a line with each other. Pamllel with and above the shafts 
is the shaft, C, upon either ep.d of which are fixed gear 
wheels, d d', that receive motion from the gear, c, fixed upon 
the shaft, B. The gear, d, meshes with a loose gear upon 

By this device an easily adjusted, strong, and convenient 
socket wrench is provided at a moderate expense. 

Permutation Padlock. 

A large amount of lIloney and inventive ability have 
been expended in making lo�ks to secure banks and safes 
containing valuables against being broken into, while the 
common property of the house and barn is left with little 
or no protection from thieves and l?urglars except the com
mon lock, which is little better than no protection at all. 

Mr. James E. Dean, of Fishkill, Dutchess county, N. Y., 
has invented an improved permutation pad
lock that is cheap and simple, and may ue 
used in the place of the ordinary padlock, 
and at the same time be more secure against 
picking. The invention consists of a bolt 
having a polygonal or cylindrical head num
bered or lettered on its faces, and having 
about its end communicating or intersecting 
annular and longitudillal grooves; and in com

bination with this uolt, of polygonal or cylindrical ring sec
tions, numbered or lettered on their faces, and provided with 
internally projecting studs, corresponding with the grooves 
in the bolt, the ring sections being rotary. These ring sec
tions ,are coupled together, face to face, by flaring rings, as 
may be seen by the accompanying engraving, which is a per
spective partly in section, so that they can move on each 
other, the design being to lock and unlock the lock by 
arranging the ring sections relatively to each other and to 
the bolt head according to keys formed by combinations of 
the letters or figures. 

In the engraving, A represents the bolt provided with 
polygonal head, B, whose faces are numbered, as shown, 
and at its end said bolt has formed in it annular and longi
tudinal grooves. c c c are three ring sections provided inter
nally with studs designed ti',' enter the cylindrical and longitu

the shart, A, and imparts motion thereto, and has upon ItS! dinal grooves on the bolt, A., The lower ring section is closed 
side a clutch, D, with which the sliding clutch, F, placed' at the bottom to prevent the discovery of the combination and 
upon the square extended portion of the shaft, A, engages the picking of the lock. If the ring sections, c c c, are 
and imparts moti�n to the winding drum indirectly from rotated to'a certain �djustment relatively to each other and 
the pulley 8haft uy the system of ge�ring described. The to the bolt head. B, 'the lock may then be put over and upon 
inner end of' the shaft, B,is made square, and upon the end 'djg(f,'b'e'-'bolt;< A; 'bY, rotating the lock untii the 
this portion is placed a sliding clutch, :E, that engages studsupori.''tli��lligCsectiona'sucdesSively coiHeide with tho 
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longitudinal grooves in the bolt, A, and at the same time 
pressing the lock upward on the bolt to lock the hasp on the 
staple, as shown. 

Car Starter. 

Mr. Charles B. Underhill, of Lancaster, Erie county, N. 
Y., has patented a very ingenious improvement in that class 
of devices that are designed to start and move cars on the 
rails, and is nicely illustrated by the annexed engraving. 

A is a lever having in its slotted end a roller fixed on a 

transverse pin, the roller being designed to apply to a wheel 
of the car to be started. At a the lever is wedge-shaped in 
cross section, the point of the wedge being downward, and 
just above the end of the wedge the lever is transversely per
forated to receive the fulcrum bolt, D. E E are like halves 
of the clamps of the starter, the lower parts of which are cut 
away on their insides to fit the rail. The inner faces of these 
halves slope upward and'outward to their tips, and on their 
outer faces they are straight to the tops of their slotted holes, 

f, and thence to their tips are in
clined outward. The fulcrum 
bolt passes through the .holes, f, 
of the clamp, and a hole in the 
lever, the head of the bolt being 
in contact with one-half of the 
clamp, E, and the nut with the 
other. By throwing up the 
lever, A, to apply the starter, the broad part of the wedge is 
raised from between the halves of the clamp, E, and the ful
crum, D, is also raised to its utmost extent., thereby the 
clamp is loosened from the rail, and when thus loosened may 
be moved along the rail or wherever may be desired. When 
the starter is applied to move a carthe lever is brought gradu
ally down with its wedge portion between the clamp sec
tioll3, the fulcrum bolt being at the same time pressed down 
in the holes,!, and thereby the clamps,. E, are pressed out
ward and their jaws inward to grasp the rail, and the greater 
the pressure the more firmly the rail is grasped. 

This starter is cheap, strong, duraLle, easily applied, and 
very effective. 

A New Furniture Socket. 

Casters placed upon the legs of furniture, by which it 
may be easily moved from place to place, are. a great con
venience, and they are somethnes also a source of aqnoy
ance, as they allow the furniture to move when it should 
remain stationary. This annoyance may be easily overcome 
by placing under each caster a device that has been lately 
patented by Charles Haring, of Watkins, Schuyler county, 
N. Y., and is illustrated by the annexed cut. 

The device is a padded socket, composed of the body, 
that is made in circular form, with a recess in its upper sur" 
face, and a disk of rubber or 
other soft or elastic material, 
attached to' the bottom by ce
ment or other suitable means. 
The body is made of any dura- .L 

ble material-such as wood, metal, .01' hard rubber-but iron 
is preferahle, on account of cheapness and the weight assist
ing in holding the pad in place. The under side"of the body 
is recessed to receive the disk, the annular shoulder of the 
recess setting down over the disk, protecting its edges and 
retaining it in place. The disk is made thick enough 
to prevent the contact of the body with the floor or 
carpet. In use the socket is placed beneath the furniture 
leg, with the caster wheel or end of the leg resting in the 
recess of the body. The recess prevents the leg from slip
ping from the socket, and the furniture is held from being 
accidentally moved. 

An Improved Hench Vise. 

A cheap, convenient, and easily operated bench 'vise for 
carpenters' use has been lately patented by MI'. Jesse L. 
Parker, of Fountain City, Wayne Co., Ind. In the accom
panying engraving, which illustrates the invent.ion, A and B 
are the jaws of a yise, and C is a bench 
leg provided with a slot, to permit the 
up and down travel of the vise. A 
tenoned screw block is mortised into 
the jaw, B, its tenons moving in the 
bench leg, alld its shoulders bearing 
against the inside of the leg. The 
upper screw passes into the block 
through the jaws, A, B, and draws them 
together. The screw block also serves 
to guide the vise up and down in the 
leg, C, and is held at any desired eleva
tion by a lever, catch, and spring, upon 
the side of the leg. A n otched treadle, 
G, designed for holding the lower ends 
of the jaws in any desired position, passes through and is 
pivoted to a longitudinally slotted block, F, which extends 
rearward through a corresponding opening in the jaw, B. 
The treadle extends outward from the jaw, A, for the con
venience of the foot of the operator and is held in its de 
sired position by a spring on its underside, and a catch 
plate on its upper side. It will be readily seen that this vise 
may' be adjusted to any height and to any size with very 
little trouble to the operator. 

Jeitutifie �mtriean+ 
old railroad rails into merchantable bars. This work is 
accomplished by a set of grooved rollers, forming passes i n  
the shape of a pear-head rail with a thickened base, a n d  a 
series of decreasing regular' and irregular hexagon passes, 
and flat hexagon passes having recesses in the flat side, and 
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METALLURGICAL INVENTION. 
An Improved Anta]gamator. 

A novel machine for amalgamating ores for the separation 
of the precious metals from the waste mineral matter has 
been pate�te� by Mr. Angus McKellar, of Fort Douglass, 
.Utah, and IS Illustrated by the annexed engraving. 

Upon a platform mounted on wheels, so that the machine 
may be moved about, is a double vertical standard, Q, sup
porting a central sleeve, Through this sleeve passes an up
right vertically adjustable shaft, on the top of which is 
keyed a bevel gear wheel, and on the bottom of which is 
held by a set screw a rake consisting of cross bars having 
downward projecting teeth .. In an upright arm of the 
standard is pivoted a lever, whose forked end embraces the 

also a series of squarereducing passes gradually decreasing I 
upright shaft just below its bevel gear wheel, whereby the 

in size. The accompanying engraving illustrates the series shaft and rake can be elevated and lowered. Into the upper 

of rollers. portion of the standard, Q, is joumaled a horizontal shaft, 
The rail, being thoroughly and uniformly heated, is passed to the inner end of which is attached a bevel gear wheel, 

through the passes, A, B, and F, and is formed into a bil- and to its outer a crank, 
let, which can be passed through the grooves, G, which through which power is 
gradually reduce its cross-section to such an extent as may applied for operating the 
be desired. rake. Set loosely upon 

By this means the pieces of rnil are converted into bars at the platform is a settlmg 
a single heat, as the decrease and change in cross-section and amalgamating pan, 
takes place in such a manner and S() rapidly that the iron having in ItS center a step 

to receive the lower end or steel cannot cool before it has passed througll the ma-
chine. 

....... 

ELECTRICAL INVENTIONS. 
A New Systent of Electrical Lighting. 

An ingeniously devised combination of a voltaic arc elec
tric lamp with an air exhauster, arranged so that a vacuum 
may be continually mainlatned about the carbons, has been 
pat(lnted by Mr. Amedee M. G. Sebillot, of Denver, 
Arapahoe county, Colorado, of which the annexed cut is an 
illustration. 

The carbons, A A', which are attached to carbon hold
ers are contained in a globe, B, and are attached to pistons, 
D D', fitting in the cylinders, E E', between which the globe, 
B, is held, the ends of the cylinders fitting so closely against 
the globe as to form an airtight joint. The carbon-holding 
rods pass through packing boxes in the inner ends of' the 
cylinders, E E'. Screw rods provided with milled buttons at 
the outer ends pass into threaded' apertures in the pistons, 
D D'. By turning these screwsthe carbons may be adjusted. 
The screw rods are locked by screws, a a

'
. An air channel 

leads down through the wall of the cylin-
der, E', to a tulle provided with a stopcock 
which connects to the. main chamber, M', 
of the compound a.ir:pump, from which 
the air is continually p;imped. so that when 
the globe and the tank are in communica
tion there will be a vacuum in the globe, 
which will be maintained as the pumps 
operate continuously. 

The lamp is contained within a parabolic 
mirror by which the rays of light are 
thrown horizontally and downward. This 
mirror is arranged in the form of an overhanging circular 
cornice on the top of a high tower, and a ring of the above 
described lamps is arranged within it and beiow the over
hanging part. The globe of every lamp must be connected 
with the main tank of the air pump. 

The compound air pump is composed of a series of air 
pumps which regularly and gradually decrease in size, so 
that the tank in which there is the most perfect vacuum will 
be the largest. 

Tbe carbon holders are connected to the poles of an -elec
tric generator of any suitable kind, and a derrick is provided 
for raising and lowering the device. 

NeW" Electric Arc Lamp. 

We give an engraving of an improved eiectric arc lamp, 
lately patented by Mr. Henry BA Sheridan, of Cleveland, O. 
ThIs lamp employs two· or four carbon rods converging to
ward the poillt of combustion, and allowed to gravitate to 
ward each otheJ', by It. friction escapement, controlled by a 
differential magnet placetl in a shunt cir
cuit, and affected by the fluctuations of 
the current. 

The carbon rods are .suspended by 
chains frem drums of dtiferent diameters, 
the positive carbon being connected with 
the chain from the larger drum, and the 
negative carbon being connected with the 
chain from the smaller drum, so that not
withstanding the difference in the rate of 
the consumption of the two carbons; they 
always maintain t.he arc at the same 
point. 

The construction is such that a strong 
current holds the. carbons apart, and by 
means of a pawl and ratchet arrangement the feeding device 
separates them more or less, when the current is very.strong; 
as, for example, when the carbons touch previous to light
ing .. In this case it separates them to form the arc, after 

of the rake shaft when 
the rake is in operation. 
At the upper edge of the 
pan is a discharge spout, 
for the purpose of carry
ing off the muddy water and smaller particles, and having 
a screen at its inner end to prevent the escape of the sand 
and metal. In the bottom of the pan is from one-fourth to 
one-eighth of an inch of quicksilver, when ready for work, 
and to this chemicals [may be added if desired. Powdered 
mineral earth then being delivered into the pan, a small jet 
of water is also introduced at the center, and the rake being 
lowered by the forked lever, so that the gear wheel of the 
crank shaft shall mesh with the gear wheel of its shaft, 
the crank is turned, and the rake is rotated ulltil the mate
rial is mixed to the consistence of mud, when the supply 
of earth is shut off and a larger 'supply of water added, 
and the rake is rotated in the opposite direction until muddy 
water ceases to flow. The operator then skimsoffthe upper 
layer of sand and ore that is free from gold. The wash
ing and skimming are repeated several times, when the pan 
is removed and its contents submitted to the usual opera
tions for separating the gold and quicksilver. 

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 
New Picture Exhibitor. 

An invention for exhibiting ornamental cards, and which 
gives more ornamental effect than is ordinarily furnished, 
has been lately patented by Mr. Augustus Lueckel, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

This is a combination of a folding card with a supporting 
frame or easel. The supporting frame is a sheet of card
board having a portion cut out, to form a supporting leg, 
which holds the frame at a proper 
inclination. 

The folding card consists of a 
main portion attached to the card
board, and leaf portions attached to 
the main portions by flexible co'n
nection, so that they may be folded 
d<>wn upon the main portion, or 
opened out, as shown in the en
graving. 

On the·face of the main cardJs a picture, and both sides 
of the hinged portions are similarly ornamented, so that five 
separate pictures are given. 

Around the edges of the body card is a bordering of.ruffed 
or plain materi�l, and fringe is added as a finish. The cards 
mounted in this way are highly ornamental, a�d are dis
played to the best advantage. 

A Novel Spinning Top. 

Mr. Johnathan Hill, of New York city, has patented a 
novel spinning top, of which the accompanying engraying 
is a good illustration. 

The top, A, is made of any suitable material, and is pro
vided with the ordinary point, upon which it spins. In the 
center, at the top, is formed 
a screw hole, fitting loosely 
upon the screw-thread on the 
lower end of a spindle which 
passes through and runs free
ly in a hole formed ill It slot 
at one end of the handle, E, 
and is retained in its place by 
a head formed above the han-

:til 

dle, and a collar whi()h fits tightly on the spindle under 
the handle. . 

A New llIachlne Cor Holling Rectangular Han which_the regulation is accomplished for the greater part by 

The top is screwed to the spindle, and the spindle turned 
still further to:'wind a cord which is fastened to it in the 
recess of the handle. When the cord is drawn the spindle 
is turned in the 'direction to screw it into the top, and when 
it is wholly unwound it  stops the spindle, and the momen
tum of the top causes it to run off the spindle and spin upon 
the surface, over which it is held until its momentum is ex
hausted. 

.-rom Old Ralli. 

I
'releasing the arms as the current weakens, allowing the 

Mr. John J. Thomas, of zan
.
esville, Muskingum coun

.
ty, .cR

.
rbons to approach sufficiently to maintain the standard 

0., has patented new and improved machinery for rolling length of the arc. 
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